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CHEMICALS 

➢ REACH 

• RAC opinion on the evaluation of limit values for asbestos and other substances at the 

workplace 

Source: ECHA 

On 10 June, the Risk Assessment Committee (RAC) adopted an opinion on the scientific 

evaluation of occupational exposure limits (OEL) for asbestos. The opinion describes how the 

level of excess cancer risk depends on the concentration of mixed asbestos fibres in air (the 

exposure response relationship). This will support the Commission in the review of the current 

OEL set in the Directive on the protection of workers from the risks related to exposure to 

asbestos at work. RAC noted that while the use of all asbestos fibre types is already banned in 

the EU and stringent control measures apply to asbestos removal work, occupational exposure 

may still occur e.g. during uncontrolled demolition or maintenance activities involving old 

asbestos products still in place.  

The opinion on asbestos is now available through the link above. In the meantime, ECHA made 

available the the Annex provided to RAC members as support for their work on the evaluation 

of limit values for asbestos at the work place. It covers the chemical properties of asbestos, its 

uses, its exposure conditions and health effects. Can also be found the comments and 

responses to comments by ECHA.  

Other substances concerned by RAC opinion are: cadmium, diisocyanates and lead and its 

compounds.  

 

• Annual report from the Chairman of ECHA’s Board of Appeal and exchange of views 

Source: ECHA 

On 23-24 June, ECHA’s Management Board held its 62nd meeting. In this framework, the 

Chairman of ECHA’s Board of Appeal gave an overview of their activities and other 

developments that occurred over the past year.  

In the document available through the link above, you can find: 

• The key messages delivered to ECHA’s Management Board 

• The minutes of the observations provided by the Chairman, notably on the new trends 

faced in litigation (to REACH and Biocides Regulation).  

• The Report on the work of the Board of Appeal during the reporting period (including 

their main findings) 

• The list of members of the Board of Appeal 

• Factsheet “Appeals in figures”.  

 

➢ Biocides 

• Work programme for the Biocidal Products Committee 2021 updated 

Source: ECHA  

https://echa.europa.eu/rac-opinions-on-scientific-evaluations-of-oels?utm_source=echa-weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly&utm_content=20210714&_cldee=YXhlbC50b3VqYUBhbGllbm9yZXUuY29t&recipientid=lead-0a0e02138477eb118129005056b9310e-c22f5fbfcc414b8781eec6d76c807555&esid=79dfc61f-7be4-eb11-812c-005056b9310e
https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/33030856/FINAL_MB_24_2021_Annual_Report_BoA_Chairman_MB62.pdf/adef4836-4d50-d755-19b7-ba06aeac5aae
https://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/17287015/wp_active_substance_approvals_en.pdf/e914fc27-2c38-6728-2a73-ae9480df171f?utm_source=echa-weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly&utm_content=20210714&_cldee=YXhlbC50b3VqYUBhbGllbm9yZXUuY29t&recipientid=lead-0a0e02138477eb118129005056b9310e-c22f5fbfcc414b8781eec6d76c807555&esid=79dfc61f-7be4-eb11-812c-005056b9310e
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The Work Programme of the Biocidal Products Committee (BPC), indicating the rolling agenda 

of the BPC and WG meetings (2021–2022) has been updated by ECHA. It also lists the different 

active substances that will be addressed during the BPC and WG meetings, such as ozone 

generated from oxygene for instance. The new work programme can be found through the 

link above. 

 

➢ CLP 

• Public consultation on the simplification and digitalisation of labelling requirements 

Source: European Commission 

The EU aims to improve the communication of essential information on chemicals and in so 

doing reduce hazardous chemicals’ adverse effects on health and the environment. 

To contribute to these goals, this initiative will consider simplifying and streamlining labelling 

requirements for some categories of chemicals and chemical products, and the use of digital 

labelling. The initiative also sets out to increase the cost-effectiveness and overall 

competitiveness of the EU chemicals industry. 

A proposal for Regulation is expected to be presented by the European Commission during 

the first quarter of 2023. The European Commission published an Inception Impact 

Assessment (IIA) to inform citizens and stakeholders about its plans in order to allow them to 

provide feedback on the intended initiative and to participate effectively in future consultation 

activities. 

Therefore, a public consultation is open, and will collect feedback until 20 September 2021. 

The IIA and the portal to submit comments are available through the link above. 

 

➢ SVHC 

• Candidate List updated with eight hazardous chemicals 

Source: ECHA 

On 8 July, ECHA added new substances to the Candidate List of substances of very high 

concern.  Most have been added to the Candidate List because they are hazardous to human 

health as they are toxic for reproduction, carcinogenic, respiratory sensitisers or endocrine 

disruptors. The list includes products such as orthoboric acid, sodium salt, glutaral, medium-

chain chlorinated paraffins (MCCP). 

Companies must follow their legal obligations and ensure the safe use of these chemicals. They 

also have to notify ECHA under the Waste Framework Directive if their products contain 

substances of very high concern. This notification is submitted to ECHA’s SCIP database and 

the information will later be published on the Agency’s website.  

These substances may be placed on the Authorisation List in the future, which means that 

companies would need to apply for permission to continue using them.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12992-Chemicals-simplification-and-digitalisation-of-labelling-requirements_en
https://echa.europa.eu/-/candidate-list-updated-with-eight-hazardous-chemicals
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SUSTAINABILITY 

➢ ‘Fit for 55’ Package 

• European Green Deal: Commission proposes transformation of EU economy and 

society to meet climate ambitions 

Source: European Commission 

On 14 July, the European Commission adopted a package of proposals to make the EU's 

climate, energy, land use, transport and taxation policies fit for reducing net greenhouse gas 

emissions by at least 55% by 2030, compared to 1990 levels. Called by the press a ‘mammoth’ 

package because of the number of proposals it covers (14 in total), the package is presented 

to support the ambition of Europe to become the world’s first climate-neutral continent by 

2050. The link above provides a quick overview of each of the proposals presented by the 

European Commission. The webpage also includes links to Q&A presentations and factsheets 

on the different items covered by the package. 

You can access also statements made by: 

• President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen HERE 

• Commissioner for Environment Virginijus Sinkevičius HERE 

• Commission for Energy Kadri Simson HERE 

All the legislative proposals contained in the package will now be negotiated between the 

European Parliament and the Council of the EU. Plenty of political groups at the European 

Parliament already published their reaction to the ‘Fit for 55’ Package: 

• Greens/EFA HERE 

• Renew Europe HERE 

• S&D HERE 

• EPP HERE 

• ECR HERE 

 

• EU unveils plan to cut emissions 55% by 2030, wave fossil fuels goodbye 

Source: Euractiv 

In this article, Euractiv sums up the main objectives and measures featured in the proposals 

made by the European Commission in its ‘Fit for 55’ Package.  

One key-action of the reform is the review of the bloc’s carbon market, the Emissions Trading 

Scheme (EU ETS). The current ETS was designed to enable a 40% cut in greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2030. The European Commission now aims to adjust the cap to the EU’s new 

target of 55%, and extend the scheme to cover shipping emissions, while setting up a new 

separate ETS to tackle emissions from transport and heating fuels. This proposition faces vivid 

criticism from various stakeholders, as it would lead to an increase of the financial burden for 

those using fuels for their heating systems. For more detailed information on the critics faced 

by the European Commission on its new ETS proposal, you can find more information in 

another Euractiv article, HERE. 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_3541
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/statement_21_3701
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_21_3708
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_21_3709
https://www.greens-efa.eu/en/article/press/climate-package-offers-lift-off-for-climate-protection
https://www.reneweuropegroup.eu/news/2021-07-14/renew-europe-welcomes-the-commissions-proposal-on-fit-for-2030-and-is-ready-to-scrutinize-and-improve-it
https://www.socialistsanddemocrats.eu/newsroom/sds-welcome-fit-55-climate-package-well-work-make-crucial-transition-just-and-socially
https://www.eppgroup.eu/newsroom/news/low-income-families-and-home-owners-mustn-t-pay-green-deal
https://ecrgroup.eu/article/dont_let_those_in_rural_and_coal_dependent_regions_be_the_hardest_hit_by_th
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/eu-unveils-plan-to-cut-emissions-55-by-2030-wave-fossil-fuels-goodbye/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/eus-timmermans-defends-new-ets-in-front-of-sceptical-lawmakers/
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As part of a broad package of climate policies, the Commission also proposed raising the share 

of renewable energy to 40% of the EU’s final consumption by 2030, up from roughly 20% in 

2019. A Euractiv’s article dedicated to the matter can be found HERE.  

 

• Commission proposes new Energy Efficiency Directive 

Source: European Commission 

 

As part of the ‘Fit for 55’ Package, the European Commission published a proposal for recasting 

the EU Directive on Energy Efficiency, aimed at further stimulating EU efforts to promote 

energy efficiency and achieve energy savings in the fight against climate change. The initiative 

proposes to nearly double Member State annual energy savings obligations in end use. In 

stimulating this acceleration, the proposal focuses on sectors with high energy-savings 

potential – notably heating and cooling, industry and energy services.  

The proposal takes up a number of elements outlined in last year’s Renovation Wave Strategy. 

Therefore, it includes measures to boost renovation in a way that also benefits society in terms 

of addressing energy poverty and strengthening consumer empowerment. Given the potential 

for renovation to act as a springboard for economic recovery following the Covid-19 pandemic 

and the emphasis given to the building sector in the EU’s Recovery and Resilience Facility – the 

proposal also outlines a range of changes that should increase the uptake of energy efficiency 

investments. 

While the potential for energy savings remains large in all sectors, there is a particular challenge 

related to buildings (responsible for 40% of energy use, and where 75% of the EU building 

stock has a poor energy performance). The EED proposal looks to set a new framework for 

heating and cooling, which accounts for 80% of energy use in buildings, aimed at cutting 

emissions in buildings. Existing requirements to ensure higher efficiency in heat generation 

should be extended to smaller energy supply installations and to service facilities and data 

centres with significant energy consumption. These requirements are likely to stimulate the 

use of waste heat and renewable energy in this sector, necessary for decarbonising heating 

and cooling. 

For businesses, the proposal aims to strengthen the requirements in a focused manner. For a 

start, the largest energy users (using more than 100 TJ per year) that do not yet have energy 

management systems in place will need to do so in future. For other businesses, the obligation 

to have a four-yearly audit will in future only apply to those using more than 10 TJ of energy 

per year. This will reduce the burden on smaller, less energy-using businesses. In addition, 

there would be an obligation for the management of businesses to see the audit 

recommendations. This will ensure that they are well aware of the cost-saving energy efficiency 

potential available for their business. 

 

• Commission presents Renewable Energy Directive Revision 

Source: European Commission 

As part of the ‘Fit for 55’ Package, the European Commission published a proposal to revise 

the Renewable Energy Directive. The new proposal increases the current EU-level target of ‘at 

least 32%’ of renewable energy sources in the overall energy mix to at least 40% by 2030, which 

represents doubling the current renewables share of 19.7% in just a decade. This revision 

https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/eu-unveils-plan-to-increase-renewables-share-in-energy-mix-to-40-by-2030/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/commission-proposes-new-energy-efficiency-directive-2021-jul-14_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/commission-presents-renewable-energy-directive-revision-2021-jul-14_en
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focuses on sectors where progress in integrating renewables has been slower to date (such as 

buildings and industry).  

Some of these measures take the form of additional targets, others are aimed more at 

simplifying administrative procedures and smoothing out bottlenecks under the current rules, 

for example by accelerating the permitting process. The proposal seeks to enable EU energy 

systems to become more flexible, making it easier to integrate renewables into the grid as 

efficiently as possible. This should enable district heating, heat pumps, home batteries and 

electric vehicles to fulfil their potential better. 

Commission assessments highlight the need to do more to reduce emissions in the buildings 

sector, which accounts for 40% of energy consumption in the EU (80% of which is in the heating 

and cooling sector) and 36% of energy-related emissions. Following detailed impact 

assessment and public consultation, today’s proposal outlines the following new targets at 

national level aimed at stimulating change for: 

• buildings, a new benchmark of 49% renewables use by 2030 

• industry, a new benchmark of a 1.1 percentage point annual increase in renewables 

use 

• heating and cooling, the existing indicative 1.1 percentage point annual increase 

becomes binding on Member States, with specific indicative national top-ups 

• district heating and cooling, an indicative 2.1 percentage point annual increase in the 

use of renewables and waste heat and cold (an increase from the current 1.0 

percentage point increase). 

 

• Factsheet: Making our homes and buildings fit for a greener future 

Source: European Commission 

The European Commission published this support document to allow to navigate in a friendlier 

way through all the implications that the “Fit for 55” Package proposals mean to the buildings 

sector. It lists the key proposals of the relevant proposed directives and regulations:  

• The revised Energy Efficiency Directive  

• The revised Renewable Energy Directive 

• The new Effort Sharing Regulation 

• Emissions trading scheme  

 

• Cefic:  ‘Fit For 55’ Is A Crucial Package At A Crucial Time As The EU Races To Get Climate 

Neutral By 2050 

Source: Cefic 

 Cefic President Martin Brudermüller and Marco Mensink, Cefic Director General, welcomed 

today the European Commission’s ‘Fit for 55’ package. 

Cefic President Martin Brudermüller said: The ‘Fit for 55 package’ is a crucial step for the 

European industry and the European society to lead the global race to climate neutrality by 

2050. It needs to secure Europe as a destination for investments into climate-neutral and 

circular technologies. To accelerate the industrial electrification business case, the package 

needs to ensure huge volumes of renewable and low carbon energy become available as soon 

as possible. In addition, the revised ETS has to set the framework for emission reduction 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_21_3673
https://cefic.org/media-corner/newsroom/fit-for-55-is-a-crucial-package-at-a-crucial-time-as-the-eu-races-to-get-climate-neutral-by-2050/
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measures in the next five years as well as help create the breakthrough technologies in the 

years after. 

In addition, Director General Marco Mensink said: Present review of the EU ETS might be the 

most crucial change to the EU ETS so far. We have to get it right. To help invest in breakthrough 

technologies, all revenues generated by the EU ETS need to return to the economy to support 

emission reductions. We agree with the Commission that accelerated deployment of a clean 

hydrogen economy will be essential to make the energy transition succeed.  

 

• Event: 40% renewables in buildings by 2030 – How to get there? (14 October 2021) 

Source: European Bureau for Conservation and Development 

The trajectory for buildings is clear; the need to reduce emissions by 55% until 2030 compared 

to 1990 levels, as well as to contribute to achieving 40% renewables in heating are also 

significant, in order to reach climate neutrality by 2050. As a result, this European Parliament 

Intergroup event, co-organized with Viessmann, aims at discussing the framework conditions 

that accelerate de-carbonization of heating, additionally ensuring that no-one is left behind.  

Moreover, the event aims at highlighting the complementary role between green electrification 

and green gases, alongside a well-balanced mix of measures to facilitate the achievement of 

the 2030 and 2050 goals; i) acceleration of renovation, ii) electrification of heating, iii) greening 

of heating fuels – including hydrogen – and iv) barriers and policy recommendations to 

accelerate decarbonisation of heating. 

 

➢ Water 

• Europe’s Water in Figures: overview of the European drinking and waste water sectors  

Source: Eureau 

In this report, Eureau depicts the situation of the drinking and waste water sectors in Europe 

as of 2021. Last report was made in 2017, and according to Eureau “a lot has changed in these 

four years”: more stringent health and environmental standards, improved technology, greater 

awareness of customers. All these aspects are covered in the report through comparative 

graphs.  

Eureau explains that they implemented complex processes adapted to specific local 

circumstances, in order to grasp these changes.  This leads Eureau to say that their survey y is 

the most comprehensive currently available. It includes national technical, economic and 

managerial data ranging from population connection rates to drinking water production to 

waste water treatment levels to prices and governance. The results testify to the diversity of 

the sector. They also show some of the immediate challenges our sector is facing, particularly 

regarding investment needs and the European Green Deal.  

 

• EurEau’s position on the Taxonomy Delegated Regulation on climate objectives 

Source: EurEau 

In a new position paper, EurEau welcomes the new European Commission Delegated 

Regulation on the climate action Technical Screening Criteria (TSC) supplementing the 

Taxonomy Regulation. 

https://ebcd.org/events/online-event-40-renewables-in-buildings-by-2030-how-to-get-there/
https://www.eureau.org/resources/news/566-europe-s-water-in-figures
https://www.eureau.org/resources/position-papers/5822-taxonomy-delegated-regulation-on-climate-objectives/file
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The EU’s Taxonomy Regulation creates a classification system for environmentally sustainable 

economic activities (‘green list’). This system will provide a common toolbox for market 

participants to assess whether investment projects have a substantial positive impact on the 

climate or the environment.  

The approved Delegated Act contains technical screening criteria (TSC) for economic activities 

that can make a substantial contribution to climate change mitigation or adaptation while 

avoiding significant harm to other environmental objectives. 

However, EurEau is still concerned that some proposed TSC are, to a large extent, “one size fits 

all” and do not take into account the local circumstances in which water is supplied and 

returned to nature. The local geographical factors under which water and waste water utilities 

operate around Europe are extremely different and we are concerned that these criteria may 

result in less capital or more expensive capital available for projects in the water and waste 

water sector and lead to discrimination between water utilities in an unfair way. 

EurEau therefore encourages the Commission to:  

• closely monitor the effect that the proposed criteria will have on capital flows to the 

water and waste water sector, and 

• swiftly react to and make the necessary adjustments through the review and revision 

of the screening criteria in three years. 

In the paper (available through the link above), EurEau give their comments to the European 

policy-makers on the following topics: 

• Water supply – construction, extension and operation 

• Water supply – renewal 

• Waste water collection and treatment – construction, extension and operation 

• Waste Water collection and treatment - Renewal 

 

➢ Consumers 

• Petition on the lack of information to consumers in the REACH Regulation 

Source: European Parliament 

In a petition, a German citizen called for the Material Safety Data Sheets in the REACH 

Regulation on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals to be 

made accessible to consumers. He claimed that:  

• This information is necessary for consumers as many dangerous products are on sale 

in the EU internal market 

• The labels required under the CLP Regulation are often not readable or incomplete.  

Declared admissible, this petition was sent to the European Commission for comments. In its 

reply, the Commission recalls the provisions and obligations contained in the European 

legislation on this topic. It also lists the future actions to be taken in the frame of the Chemicals 

Strategy for Sustainability presented in October 2020, such as the ban of the most harmful 

chemicals in consumer products. However, the Commission considers considers that the 

current requirements give consumers valuable and balanced information, considering that 

labels designed for the general public should be concise and focus on essential information: 

more detailed information on chemical substances is available online. 

 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/PETI-CM-695265_EN.pdf
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• Briefing on the Revision of the General Product Safety Directive 

Source: European Parliament 

As mentioned in previous EU Monitoring Reports, the European Commission has proposed on 

30 June to review the General Products Safety Directive (GPSD). The General Product Safety 

Regulation will address risks related to these new technology products, such as cybersecurity 

risks, and to online shopping by, introducing product safety rules for online marketplaces. It 

will ensure that all products reaching EU consumers, through online marketplaces or from the 

neighbourhood shop, are safe, whether coming from within the EU or from outside. The new 

Regulation will make certain that marketplaces fulfil their duties so that consumers do not end 

up with dangerous products in their hands. 

In this briefing, the European Parliamentary Research Service summarises the main elements 

of the current GPSD and the main changes that would bring the Commission’s proposal.  

The briefing also covers the stakeholders’ positions on the topic, as well as the European 

Parliament’s position. The latter position is very important to keep in mind, as the European 

Parliament will now need to find a common agreement with the Council of the EU (which 

represents the Member States) to adopt the legislation.  

 

➢ Buildings 

• What Goes Around, Comes Around – how far-sighted building design can help create a 

circular economy 

Source: Cefic 

In this article, Cefic presents architect William McDonough’s book ‘Cradle to Cradle: Remaking 

the Way We Make Things’. The book has since spawned the California-based Cradle to Cradle 

Products Innovation Institute that certifies products across five attributes – material health, 

circularity, renewable energy, water stewardship and social fairness. 

Cefic is now reporting on McDonough’s views on the way products and even buildings can be 

designed to be dismantled and reused when they have fulfilled their original purposes. Indeed, 

this idea is now a central pillar of the EU’s sustainability strategy.  

Cradle to Cradle design aims to keep raw materials in the economy for longer, so less materials 

and energy are needed while producing more. It means creating a product, or even an entire 

building, that can be disassembled into identifiable materials and components for reuse in new 

products, either by the original manufacturer or by another company, which may even be 

willing to pay for the materials. 

In addition to the clear environmental benefits, there are other drivers behind the circular 

economy. As the cost of raw materials rises, the business case for re-using resources is 

becoming stronger. 

The article also tackles the issue of carbon and the way it can become part of the circular 

economy. “While nature-based solutions to carbon recovery are ideal and generally 

understood to be richly beneficial, point-source and direct air capture (DAC) of carbon are also 

going to be required to meet our global climate goals. The economics of carbon capture remain 

to be optimized based on policies, incentives and technologies designed to give value to the 

removal of carbon from the atmosphere.” 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2021/694202/EPRS_BRI(2021)694202_EN.pdf
https://cefic.org/media-corner/newsroom/what-goes-around-comes-around/

